EURO

Basics

In their most basic form all Euro Fixture
frames are fabricated out of white acrylic
sheeting formed in a variety of shapes .
Acrylic shades come in a variety of opacities,
making them ideal for lighting fixtures. They
are very durable and readily clean able.

Meeting ArchitecturalLighting Needs
Wesport Lighting has available IES files on
numerous Euro fixtures in all white acrylic
and can make available others on request.
Please contact the factory regarding your
specific needs.

Meeting Decorative Lighting Needs.

By applying decorative perimeter materials
on the faces of our shades, Wesport is able
to integrate a variety of colors , patterns and
visual textures. Some of our materials such
as our digital prints are highly cleanable and
sanitizable. The above features make Euro
highly applicable for healthcare, educational
and hospitality settings
Application: Commercial building
Shown on right: EU1009D with all white
acrylic

EU1016B

Minimal Accents and Shadow Lines

Because we use no metallic frame components with many of our Euro designs, a number of fixtures in this collection show virtually no shadow lines
as examplified in the above photo. The above EU1016 is illuminated by an LED array with an integral driver that rests on the top end of the fixture
allowing full and non-interupted illumination of the shade. Applied to its perimeter are our Kara Aqua digital print on the top tier and Kara Brown on the
bottom tier. Contact the factory for more information on other minimal shadow line designs.

EU1022

Our EU1022 are flush and or semi-flush mounted fixtures available in three different widths ranging fron 12” to 24 “. All
are LED illuminated with an LED array system with an integral 120-277 V input driver. EU1022 fixtures are dimmable
with a 0-10 V dimming protocol. Add any one of our decorative digital prints or natural veneer perimeters to compliment specific design needs. Above photo is our EU1022A, 12” wide by 6” H accented with our Kara Brown digital patter and a brushed nickel cap. This flush ceiling fixture has excellent application potential in health care , and hospitality

EU1009B
Application
Corporate
Office

Above photo is of our EU1009B, 36” W by 8” H with our Micro Oange perimeter illuminated with
our 7200 lumen DMMOD module system

Special Features

The acrylic frames that constitute the skeleton of Euro Collection are more durable than fabric shades. Unlike cloth this substrate will not
deform or become unglued over time. Our decorative perimeters will not fray or detach from their surfaces.

EU1020C

Application: Conference room
All acrylic linear pendant available in various sizes and decorative perimeter options. This 3” wide by 3.25 “ frame is supported
on each end with stainless steel aircraft cable and powered on one end with clear cord. Our 120-277 V universal driver is located
either in the junction box or if need be located in a 8” wide by 1.5” high canopy. EU1020 perimeter options include anyone of our
applied digital prints or natural veneer products. All of our decorative perimeter options are available on our website under our
page title Accents. Shown below with our Mar Earth digital print overlay

EU1025
EU1025 are available in square
and rectangular configurations in
several different sizes.
Mitered and chemically bonded at
four corners allowing for aircraft
cable supports at four corners
This Euro design is available with
white or colored acrylic perimeters
or any one of our digital prints
Examplified on the right is a
conceptual 48” square EU1025
with our Micro Nightshade exterior
applied print on the exterior face
and a Micro Yellow digital print on
the interior face

EU1024A

The application of a highly translucent shade on an illuminated inner shade
can produce a fixture with remakable depth. The photo on the right is of our
EU1024A with a mauve Lana pattern on clear acrylic offset against a white
inner acrylic drum shade.
In addition to digital printed perimeter options, our EU1024 is available with
frosted acrylic outer shades of various colors.
Please refer to our website for all of our
optional accents.

EU1019A
Small drum pendant available in two different sizes
suspended with three adjustable stainless steel aircraft
cables and brushed nickel swivel grip lock mechanisms.
Like other Euro fixtures EU1009 provides a variety of
decorative perimeter options.
Shown on the left is our EU1009A, 16” W by 8” shade
with an oak veneer overlay

EU1009C
Application: Medical
Reception Area
Choose from a variety of
bright vibrant patterns,
colored acrylics, or micro
veneers
Excels in applications
where color, and clean
ability are desired such as
health care or hospitality
settings
Shown on right
is EU1009C with
Hampton Blue
pattern

EU1001

Double square shade pendant available in two different
sizes. Inner all white acrylic box pendant with removable
top diffuser and white bottom acrylic bottom.
Not all accents can be applied on all of our Euro fixtures.
View specification sheets on our website for each
to determine what decorative accents can be applied
Wesport can fabricate configurations and sizes not
shown in the brochure or on our website
Consult your local rep for information on pricing or in
specifying a Euro fixture with a different size or
configuration
Euro is fabricated in the United States with care and special attention to detail
All Wesport fixtures are UL listed

NATURALS

DIGITAL PRINTS

Once applied on their acrylic frames our digital prints will not detach from their substrate. These high resolution UV resistant prints
are designed to provide a variety of different visual textures in a mix of colored patterns. To better view these as well as all of our
other digital print , please view these on our website under our Accents or request an actual sample from your local Wesport
representative
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